Preposition + verb.

1. There are several methods _______ ______________________ a mockup. (prepare).
2. There are a number of reasons _______ ______________________ parts of the highway. (rebuild)
3. He feels _______ ______________________ his thesis (write).
4. The importance _______ ______________________ cannot be overemphasized. (plan)
   relevance, significance
5. Dreaming is related _______ ______________________ sufficient rest. (obtain)
6. There is not much support _______ ______________________ cell phones. (ban)
7. The lawyer was powerful _______ ______________________ a case against the death penalty. (make)
8. Her approach to the problem relies _______ ______________________ how the system works. (understand)
9. There are several criteria _______ ______________________ cities (evaluate).
10. The manager is prone _______ ______________________ fault with his workers. (find)
11. Prior _______ ______________________ at MIT, I had already worked several years. (come)
12. Success depends _______ ______________________ well. (plan)
13. People are restricted _______ ______________________ in the parking lot. (smoke)
14. Water is crucial _______ ______________________ life. (sustain) crucial, necessary, essential, central, important
15. Reliance on soft coal contributes _______ ______________________ the pollution problem. (exacerbate)
16. The library is not conducive _______ ______________________ because it makes me fall asleep. (study)

Subjunctives

Note: It is crucial that he drink water.

   It is crucial that he not drink alcohol.
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